
ACCESS THE SIGNIFICANT OF WORLD WAR

World War II, also called Second World War, conflict that involved virtually every part of the world during the years â€“
The principal belligerents were the Axis powersâ€”Germany, Italy, and Japanâ€”and the Alliesâ€”France, Great Britain,
the United States, the Soviet Union.

Under attack from both sides, Poland fell quickly, and by early Germany and the Soviet Union had divided
control over the nation, according to a secret protocol appended to the Nonaggression Pact. Heavy casualties
sustained in the campaigns at Iwo Jima February and Okinawa April-June , and fears of the even costlier land
invasion of Japan led Truman to authorize the use of a new and devastating weapon. When the Blitz bombing
began on September 6, , they evacuated again. Without women to step in, the economy would have collapsed.
He was an inspiration to Adolf Hitler. Hitler now turned his attention to Britain, which had the defensive
advantage of being separated from the Continent by the English Channel. Yugoslavia When the Germans
agreed to settle for Yugoslav neutrality in the war against Greece, without demanding transit rights for Axis
troops, Yugoslavia reluctantly joined the Axis on March 25,  India became the main base for British
operations against Japan, and for American efforts to support China. In March , Germany invaded the
remainder of Czechoslovakia and subsequently split it into the German Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia
and a pro-German client state , the Slovak Republic. Britain imported all its oil from Iraq, Persia and North
America. The Nationalists won the civil war in April ; Franco, now dictator, remained officially neutral during
World War II but generally favoured the Axis. By the s and s, however, historians were exploring the subtle
elements of continuing diversity and conflict in society during the war period. Some copying of manuscripts
for research is available through our Ask a librarian service. Thanks for watching! Romania Having already
requested and received a German military mission in October , Romania joined on November 23,  Meanwhile,
the Muslim League supported the war effort and gained prestige and membership, as well as British support
for its demands for a separate Muslim state which became Pakistan in  The Japanese Empire had severe
logistical difficulties and by the food supply for Hong Kong was problematic. Italy joined the Anti-Comintern
Pact on November 6,  Hitler was at first convinced that it would affect public support for the war if a strict
rationing program was introduced. Kit-bag: the unofficial record of the following units of the Fourteenth
Reinforcements on board the "Maunganui", Troopship 56, E. Peter Rees, The other Anzacs: nurses at war, ,
John Meredith Smith, Cloud over Marquette: the epic story of those who sailed in the ill-fated troopship
Marquette, c R Campbell Begg, Surgery on trestles: a saga of suffering and triumph, c Arthur Anderson
Martin, A surgeon in khaki, Conscientious objection Archibald Baxter, We will not cease, Wartime Reporting
â€” Newspapers and Magazines The largest set of collection material available online is Papers Past , the site
for fully searchable historic newspapers. By autumn there were twice as many women working full-time in
Canada's paid labour force as in between 1. This failed with defeats in Russia in and , and against the
economic power of the allies. Post-war Germany would be divided into four occupation zones, to be
controlled by the Soviet Union, Britain, the United States and France. A full-scale National Health Service
would provide free medical care for everyone. Erwin Rommel - Rommel was one of Germany's smartest
Generals. To subdue Greece and move the British off the European mainland, Nazi Germany now required
troop transport through Yugoslavia and Bulgaria. McGhie and R. Open today a. Millions more were injured,
and still more lost their homes and property. Pakeha , Hohipera journal, Orari tatler: a souvenir of the voyage
of the New Zealand Expeditionary Force from Wellington to Alexandria, Straggler's echo: an unreliable
record of the 26th Reinforcements on board H. The Romanians hoped that loyal support for a German
invasion of the Soviet Union and faithful oil deliveries would destroy the Soviet threat, return the provinces
annexed by the Soviet Union in June , and win German support for the return of northern Transylvania. They
became known as the Axis Powers and the Allied Powers. Some manuscripts are also on microfilm, and can
be interloaned through local libraries with a microfilm reader. News of the signing, on August 25, of a formal
treaty of mutual assistance between Great Britain and Poland to supersede a previous though temporary
agreement caused him to postpone the start of hostilities for a few days. They were especially concentrated in
munitions and agriculture. Some replaced men but the changes here were temporary and reversed in  The site
covers large and small newspapers around the country. The number of women working in factories rose from ,
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to , He was discharged from hospital in February and joined the 37th Reinforcement in , he served as a
Warrant Officer at the battles of Bapaume, Biefrillers, Cambrai and Le Quesnoy. The transcripts are available
on his Wordpress website.


